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Introduction
APEX:  A Scalable Dynamics Framework

APEX Clothing Module
In-Depth Demonstration

APEX Vegetation Module
SpeedTree v5.0
APEX run-time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we will first provide a quick overview of APEX, which is a new offering from NVIDIA to facilitate content creation.APEX is what we call a “Scalable Dynamics Framework”.  Basically, it’s a modular architecture that enables artists to more easily add dynamic content to their games.Then, we will present two new APEX modules the “Clothing Module” and the “Vegetation Module”. You will see how you can easily create clothing on an arbitrary character and how the APEX framework allowed us to quickly integrate this new functionality into an MMOG engine. Next, we will show you how APEX Vegetation is tightly integrated into Speedtree and how this allows you to quickly convert static tree forests into dynamic fully interactive trees. 
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Scalable Dynamics Content

APEX VegetationAPEX Destruction

APEX TurbulenceAPEX Clothing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Game engines have gotten really good at creating realistic looking static worlds – we want to enable you to make these worlds much more dynamic.  With APEX, we’re not limiting ourselves to the realm of “traditional physics middleware”. (rigid bodies & joints)  We’re looking at all the things that you might experience in real life (and beyond) that “move”.  But we’re doing it in a way that’s artist-driven.  Rather than providing a low-level API that requires a programmer to use it, we’re creating an environment where artists can create complex high-level dynamic systems, such as you see here, by themselves.Here are just a few examples…
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APEX Destruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Destruction like you’ve never seen before, finally everything can be destructible and provide you a much more immersive game experience. Here you see an example of APEX destruction in the UT3 game level “Deck”. You just have to be careful that all the falling debris won’t harm you. Everything can now be destructed. We provide several options, the destruction can be used either as a visual effect, e.g. through the chippable walls or as a gameplay effect where you have to destroy a wall or object to achieve certain game goals. 
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APEX Turbulence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example is APEX Turbulence, which will allow you to enjoy truly cinematic smoke behavior with soft shadows. This simulation is using ½ million particles and is running in real time and finally allows you to get cool looking effects into your own games. This technology can be used, e.g. for sandstorms similar to the one in the movie “The Mummy” or for any other effects which require turbulentic behavior. It can be easily scaled up or down and the authorable parameters allow you to simulate smoke, sand, snow or any other particle based effects. 



What is APEX?

APEX is a “Scalable Dynamics Framework”
Scalable:  Content adapts to different hardware capabilities
Dynamics:  The way things move and interact
Framework:  A structured environment

APEX consists of two major components:
Authoring:

High-level authoring of dynamic systems
DCC plugins, standalone tools, and game engine plugins

Runtime:
A modular SDK  – minimal integration into game engine
Leverages PhysX for simulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that you’ve seem some examples, let’s talk about what exactly APEX is?     APEX is what we’re calling a “Scalable Dynamics Framework”�What do we mean by this?  Let’s take one word at a time… �First, APEX scalable across a wide range of hardware platforms”.  This isn’t just the ability to run on different platforms, it’s the ability to take advantage of better hardware, when available, to produce a better user experience.  It’s about not just creating content for the “least common denominator” systemDynamicsrefers to the way game objects move and interact.  Usually, this driven by physics, but could also be scripted, animated, driven by AI, or controlled by the player.�Finally, framework:  APEX defines a standard way of doing things, such as interfacing to the game engine, or adding support for new types of functionality, which in APEX, are called modules.  This makes it easier to add different types of content, and still have everything interact properly.This structured environment consists of two major parts, which you will see on the next slide.  The first part is the authoring part.  As I have said, APEX is completely artist focused.  Unlike traditional middleware physics API’s, which are very low-level, and require programmer involvement to create sophisticated, APEX gives control to the artist through a comprehensive set of authoring tools.The other part is the runtime….  It has a small API for interfacing with the game engine – but NOT for authoring content – that’s what the tools are for.    The idea is that you can integrate APEX once into your game engine, then use that for all the content you will be creating.



APEX Architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the obligatory block-diagram, showing the two sides of APEX:  authoring, and run-timeAPEX is designed around a modular core.Plug-in modules provide support for various types of “high-level” dynamic content.The APEXcore and the modules are used for both authoring and run-time.For the run-time side, we provide libraries, header files, API documentation, and sample code, for integrating into the game engine.Content is authored once, but runs and scales on all the major hardware platforms:  PS3, XBOX 360, Wii, PC, according to their respective capabilities.The lightweight core provides common interfaces to game engine subsystems such as rendering, AI, and sound.For example, there’s an interface that has to be hooked up to the rendering engine, that allows APEX to efficiently send output directly to the renderer.  The interface allows APEX to allocated vertex, index, and bone buffers directly from the rendering engine, fill them with data, and hand them back to be rendered.The core also contains common functionality that is shared between modules.  For example, asset management, serialization, LOD, etc...Thelow-levelphysicssimulationsare still providedbythePhysX SDK – so there‘s no duplication of codeordata in APEX.Also, applications still havedirectlow-levelaccess to thePhysX SDK whentheyneed it.
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APEX is Artist Focused

• Artist level abstractions of dynamic systems
• “Destructible bunker” vs. “collection of bricks”

• Intuitive and easy to use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Butthemostimportantaspects of APEX isthatitisartistfocused.  All modulescomescomletewithauthoringtools.  Thetoolsallowus to movetheuserinterfacefromthelevel of theprogrammer to thelevel of theartist.So, forexample, ifyouwanted to blow up a concretebunker, before APEX, youwouldneed a programmer to write a bunch of code to take an original graphicsmesh, and create a bunch of different sizefragments.  Theywouldhave to createbothgraphicsmeshes, and collisiongeometryforeachfragment.  Theywould also have to makesurethatthecollisiongeometryfor all thefragmentsfitstogetherproperly.  Then, thewouldhave to write a bunch of code to interfacewiththephysics API, do thingslikedetermininghow and when to replace large fragmentswithsmallerfragments, and managing Level of Detail.Butwith APEX,youwouldusetheDestruction Module, whichwouldlet an artistcreatethebunker, drawsomefracturelines, previewitbeingdestroyed, iterate on thisprocess, and finally, save it off as an APEX Asset.  At runtime, APEX loadsthe asset and takescare of making all thelow-levelPhysX SDK calls, likecreatingrigidbodies, shapes, and particles, and applying all the right impulses, and figuring out whatshouldremainstanding, and whatshouldn‘t.Authoringcomplexdynamicsystemsismade simple becausefeature-specific APEX modulescan manage thecomplexities of multiple simulationtypesforyou, forexample:  combiningrigidbodysimulation and particlesystems in anexplosionordestructionscenario, orcombiningheightfieldfluidsimulationfor large bodies of waterwith SPH forsplashingorflowingwater.Authoringis also intuitive, becausethetoolsprovide a WYSIWYG preview of whatthecontent will looklike in theactualgame,whichreducestheiteration time.Unliketypicalphysicsmiddleware, whichisprogrammerfocused,thisis a level of abstractionthat‘sappropriateforcontentcreators. 
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APEX is Easy to Integrate

Already integrated into leading game engines
UE3, Gamebryo, HeroEngine, …

APEX modules are plug & play
Clothing, Vegetation, Destruction
More modules in development

APEX is already used for AAA content
Licensed by major publishers
NVIDIA developed APEX modules are free for PhysX 
developers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APEX isalreadyintegratedintomanyleadinggameengines.   For theseengines, APEX isready to use.  No programmingrequired.APEX will beavailablewithEpic‘s May QA build of UE3.  Withthe Unreal Editor, youcanplace APEX assets in a gamelevel just likeyouwouldplaceanyother UE3 asset.For othergameengines, integration is simplified by the modular, “plug & play” architecture of APEX.The APEX Coreprovidesunifiedinterfaces to thegameenginethataresharedby all modules.  Thissavesworkwhenartistsdecide to add additional APEX modules in theirgame.  They‘reable to start authoringcontentalmostimmediately.



APEX Clothing Module
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Authoring pipeline
Runtime pipeline
Maya authoring example
Clothing parameter overview
HeroEngine integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will provide an in-depth overview for the Clothing Module and show you how easy it is to use this new APEX module. We will first provide a quick overview of the Authoring pipeline as well as the Runtime pipeline and then discuss some of the specific clothing authoring features to generate realistic clothing. Afterwards we’ll show you a couple of clothing examples in the HeroEngine, which is an MMOG game engine developed by Simutronics. 



Authoring Pipeline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The user can author clothing either in Max/Maya or in a standalone tool. In general most of the authoring will occur in the DDC tool, but we also provide a standalone tool in case you want to  incorporate part or all of the clothing editor into your game editor.The input data is a clothing mesh, ideally with animation data so that the author can quickly check out the clothing behavior in the preview window and fine tune the parameters if required. The authoring tool will use the APEX Clothing module to simulate clothing in the preview window and therefore ensure that WYSIWYG in the final game. At the end the user will store the authored clothing data in a APEX Clothing asset file (*.aca), which contains all the required runtime data, that means the physical mesh, various clothing parameters as well as LoD parameters. The user can specify a material name which will be referenced within the runtime pipeline. 



Runtime Pipeline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The runtime will read in all the APEX clothing asset files generated and simulate them if required within the game. 



APEX Clothing Plug-in (Maya)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Native AnimationsSelect the mesh and make it physical Use the native painting tools of Maya to paint the appropriate clothing parametersUse the smoothing capabilities of the painting toolCreate ragdoll out of underlying geometrySimulateNotice how clothing collides against the kinematic ragdoll as it animatesNotice how bottom of the coat behaves like cloth



Coat - Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Here you can see the animation again in the preview window.  High vert count, full coat is simulated to achieve proper wrinkles Motion radius specifies how far clothing verts can move 



Motion Radius
Allows the artist to constrain the simulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will go through this more in detail … Before we move to a live example of clothing authoring, I would like to cover some of the clothing specific parameters, one of those is the Motion Radius. The Motion Radius specifies how far a clothing particle can move from the original position. If the motion radius is pretty large, the clothing particles are not constrained at all and will be able to move freely. A small motion radius will restrict the clothing particle movement to a sphere with the specified motion radius. The bounding volume of the clothing particles is by default a sphere, but the artist can change this and e.g. additionally restrict the clothing particle movement either in the normal or tangential directions. This allows the artist to provide even more constraints to the clothing simulation to ensure that the desired behavior can be achieved. Here you can see a quick example in regards to how the motion radius is working. In the first  example, the motion radius is pretty small and therefore the cape is fairly constraint and can only move within a small area. Btw, this is not animation blending, the clothing particles are simulated correctly within the specified area. In the second example a larger motion radius scale was used and now the cape can move within a larger area. Example: Show actual authoring in the Clothing Tool



Collision Shapes
Semi-automatic or manual generation

Convex collision volumes
Primitive collision volumes
Mix of primitives and convexes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to simulate clothing, the clothing particles need to collide against something so that they won’t penetrate the underlying mesh. The user can either generate collision volumes using convex hulls, primitives or a mix of both. We also provide some fine tuning capabilities to ensure that the collision volumes really represent the actual ragdoll. 



A – Collision 
Use animation mesh as a collision mesh

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides traditional collision volumes we support a new collision mechanism called A-collision. The A stands here for Animation and instead of colliding against the collision volumes, the clothing particle can collide against the Animation.  So why would this be useful?Very often artists generate already animation data for clothing so that they can use the animation as a fall back for low compute platforms and for LoD purposes. Since the animation is already available why not use it for clothing simulation especially since it is faster than traditional collision volumes. A-collision is actually well suited for tightly skinned clothing. Imagine e.g. a shirt which is animated but does not contain proper ragdoll information. A-collision allows the artist to just collide against the animation without the need to specify any sort of collision volumes. This feature can be used to quickly achieve realistic clothing behavior. This feature allows the artist to use clothing without a full ragdoll or partial ragdoll information, e.g. in case only the legs contain an actual collision volume, but not the upper body itself. The combination of A-collision and collision volumes will achieve best results. 



Scalability
Number of physically simulated characters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clothing can easily scaled up or down based on the compute platform, e.g. either by the amount of characters which can simulated simultaneously or by the fidelity of the simulation or of course both. APEX allows you to easily scale back the clothing simulation based on the available compute platform. This allows the artist to author clothing once for the highest fidelity level and APEX will be able to scale down the simulation. Example: Scene with lots of charactersExample: high fidelity clothing simulation, e.g. the flamenco dancer dress …. 



High Fidelity Clothing

Clothing assets © Optitex



Soft Body Characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clothing can be used on an meshes, thin or thick (volumetric) meshes. That means either a single layered graphics mesh or a double sided graphics mesh. Last year we showed an example for softbodies simulation with “The Great Kulu” demo, but how do you actually author this so that you can use this in your own games. We have a solution for this as well through our softbody technology. You can again paint a motion radius on any arbitrary mesh to specify which area should be “soft”. The motion radius is used to specify how much this mesh can move. 



HeroEngine Clothing Integration

HeroEngine by SIMUTRONICS
MMOG engine licensed by:

Bioware Corp, Trianit Virgin Games, Mindfuse, Stray Bullet 
Games, Awomo, HSC Labs, ..

APEX Clothing integration
Completed within 1.5 man month
LoD support
Effects system (Wind)
APEX Clothing debug render functionality  



HeroEngine



HeroEngine



HeroEngine – Clothing Visualization



Upcoming Features

Integration with Morpheme 2.0



SpeedTree v5.0
and

APEX Vegetation Module
GDC 2009, San Francisco, CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show VIDEO…



Outline
SpeedTree 5.0 preview
SpeedTree and APEX
Modeling pipeline
Compilation pipeline
Run-time pipeline
Modeler demonstration
APEX sample application



SpeedTree v5.0

Complete redesign of toolset
Tree centric modeling
Improved SDK
Fully integrated with APEX

Tools cover three areas:
Modeling
Compiling
SDK 



SpeedTree and APEX

Dynamics directly integrated
into modeling tool
Compiler tool creates all
required APEX assets
SpeedTree runtime is 
integrated into APEX Vegetation
Reference application

Seamless, comprehensive path to dynamic trees



Modeling Pipeline

Library trees are APEX ready
Plug & Play

Create your own physical trees
Bones, Joints, Branch Density,..

Full preview capabilities
Destruction
Deformation
Leaf Particles

TGA PNG OBJ STM
Images, meshes

SPM
Procedural files

APEX / PhysX

The Modeler interacts 
with APEX and PhysX 
to provide an exact 
preview of in-game 

behavior. 

SpeedTree v5.0 Modeler

All physics related data 
resides in here until compile 
for real-time use



Compilation Pipeline

SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPM SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPM SPMSPM SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPM

TGA PNG OBJ STM
Images, meshes

SPM

SpeedTree v5.0 Compiler
VSA

SRT SRT SRT

DDS TGA

Run-time tree files

Texture atlases, billboard atlases

ATA

Procedural files

Users compile single or 
multiple tree models for 

use in real-time rendering. 

These are the files that house 
the artist tuned physics data

These assets are ready to be 
loaded by the game engine 

APEX vegetation assets



Run-Time Pipeline

SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPMSPMSPM

SPMSPM SPMSPMSPMSPM

VSA

SRT SRT SRT

DDS TGA

Run-time tree files

Texture atlases, billboard atlases

ATA
APEX vegetation assets

These are the assets created 
by the SpeedTree Compiler

APEX / PhysX Game Engine

SpeedTree SDK APEX uses the SpeedTree SDK to 
manage large groups of trees and 
abstracts which are physical and 
which are not.  APEX acts as the 

common render interface.



SpeedTree 5.0 Modeler - Demo

Tree generation
Bone generation
Deformation
Destruction
Particles



APEX Vegetation – Sample App.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
breaking off limbs



APEX Vegetation – Sample App.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
grenade explosion



APEX Vegetation – Sample App.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
player interaction



APEX Vegetation – Sample App.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
running into tree and breaking   (already seen)leaves on the ground being blown around by wind gusts…



APEX Vegetation – Sample App.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
breaking – throwing grenades – abuse of tree



Summary

APEX is provides lots of different modules
APEX is artist focused and easy to use
APEX is modular and easy to integrate
APEX is being integrated into UE3 and Gamebryo
APEX is a scalable dynamics framework
APEX has been licensed by major publishers
APEX is already used to create AAA content

APEX is free for PhysX developers



How To Reach Us

During GDC
Expo Suite 656, West Hall
Developer Tool Open Chat, 1:30 to 2:30 pm (25th-27th)

Online
Twitter: nvidiadeveloper
Website: http://developer.nvidia.com
Forums: http://developer.nvidia.com/forums

IDV (Speedtree)
Website: www.speedtree.com

http://developer.nvidia.com/�
http://developer.nvidia.com/forums�
http://www.speedtree.com/�
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